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Security Builder Crypto-J2ME

Designed specifically for the J2ME platform using Certicom’s market-leading security 
technology, Security Builder Crypto-J2ME offers a richer set of APIs to developers who 
need to implement strong cryptography in constrained devices with limited memory, 
display and power capacity. 

Security Builder Crypto-J2ME leverages the benefits of the J2ME environment for 
embedded devices and provides the additional performance and security advantages of 
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), which are not available within the J2ME platform. 

Security Builder Crypto-J2ME is ideally suited for application developers building 
applications for J2ME devices or for companies who have access to the KVM source code. 
For example, mobile handset manufacturers with access to the KVM source code can 
enhance the KVM security model by integrating Security Builder Crypto-J2ME APIs. Using 
these same APIs, application developers can build applications with enhanced security.   

strong security
Only ECC can provide the same or better security strength than legacy algorithms, but at a size that does not impact device performance.

flexibility
Security Builder Crypto-J2ME will work for devices configured using the CLDC v1.1  or CDC v1.1 configurations, as well as devices that support 

the MIDP v2 profile.

JCE-like environment
The Certicom APIs provided within Security Builder Crypto-J2ME enable application developers to take advantage of a JCE-like environment for 

security. The Certicom JCE API* provides 98% of  the functionality of a JCE-compliant solution.   
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Figure 1: The components of the Security Builder Crypto-J2ME architecture and how they all fit together

About J2ME
 
The Sun J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) provides 
a robust, flexible Java environment for 
applications running on a broad range of 
embedded devices, such as mobile phones, 
PDAs, TV set-top boxes, and printers.

The J2ME platform includes flexible user 
interfaces, a strong security model, a broad 
range of built-in network protocols, and 
extensive support for networked and off 
line applications that can be downloaded 
dynamically. Applications based on J2ME 
software are portable across a wide range 
of devices, yet can leverage each device’s 
native capabilities. 
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Performance Benchmarks and Optimization
The Security Builder Crypto-J2ME implementation has been tested on a number of different mobile handset platforms. The Certicom JCE API 
was used for the benchmark results in Figure 2.   

The results above indicate that benchmarks will vary greatly between phone models. 

When comparing Certicom’s Security Builder Crypto-J2ME to a popular open source Java toolkit, the results are clear: Certicom’s performance 
is 10 times faster in most cases, as sometimes more.
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Where code size and performance is a concern, smaller 
code sizes can be achieved via several methods. 

The first option is to use only the Certicom Crypto 
Transform API and not the Certicom JCE API. This will 
reduce the code size to  
about 280 K.  

To the right is an example of a code size reduction using 
the Crypto Transform for SHA-1. It demonstrates that an 
implementation of SHA-1 only with the Crypto Transform 
interface will be less than 10 K.
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1  Bouncy Castle lightweight API forJ2ME version 1.33

Figure 3: Performance Comparisons for three phones using Security Builder Crypto-J2ME versus an Open Source Java toolkit1
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101 iterations each of key generation, data signing and signature verification where performed, with 10 of those iterations timed. 5 bytes of data were 
signed and verified. Initialization of the phone takes less than 30 seconds for the slowest phone and less than 5 seconds for the fastest phone. Results in ms.

Figure 2: ECDSA Signatures Using 163 K1 Curve

Conclusion
If you have specific algorithm requirements, Certicom Professional Services can quickly create a custom build. Using obfuscated code—which 
allows name spaces to be shortened dramatically (70 bytes+ down to less than 10 bytes)— can also dramatically reduce size requirements. 
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